FOR ACTION

RESOLUTION NUMBER: 3652 A-G

SUBJECT: Approval of Revised Curricula

BE IT RESOLVED, THAT The Board is being asked to adopt the following revised curriculum for the 2017-2018 school year.

3652 A REVISED ELA- AP English Language and Composition, AP English Literature and Composition Curriculum
3652 B REVISED ELA- Gender Identities Across Literary Movements Curriculum
3652 C REVISED ELA –Literature of the African Diaspora Curriculum
3652D REVISED ELA-Literature and Performance Curriculum
3652 E REVISED ELA-Sports in Literature Curriculum
3652 F REVISED ELA-World Literature Curriculum
3652 G REVISED STEM –AP Statistics Curriculum

Background Information

These revised courses are being brought to the Board for implementation for the 2017 – 2018 school year.